
Blasting the classic 
LEGO brick into the digital age 

Faced with decreasing brand relevance and a lack of credibility in the digital world, the
LEGO Company ventured into the global market place to blast the classic LEGO brick into
the digital age. Experience how the LEGO Company used an untraditional marketing
approach to revitalize the LEGO brand and launch MINDSTORMS globally telling the
story about The Intelligent Brick in more than 80 countries reaching in excess of one 
billion people without advertising spending.

Unfolding the potential for global storytelling 
After more than 14 years of research and development, the LEGO Company and MIT were
ready to announce the arrival of a new interactive product - MINDSTORMS. Competing
against five agencies including one of New York’s leading communication agencies -
Porter Novelli - SIGMA won the pitch to launch the product worldwide. 

"The LEGO Group has had a long lasting dream to combine the creative qualities of LEGO bricks
and our basic LEGO values with the power of computers. Now we are able to put the LEGO 
universe into the computer and the computer into the LEGO brick." 

Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen, President and CEO, the LEGO Company

To evaluate the potential and to develop the launch strategy SIGMA presented the 
MINDSTORMS product description to journalists, scientists, parents, children and the
trade. The interest was overwhelming pointing in the direction of an entirely new category
of computer-based toys and a story of global news interest. In an industry increasingly
characterized by passive entertainment of children, television and violent computer
games, media, trade and parents welcomed the introduction of a product that combined
the pedagogical qualities of the LEGO brand and the popular computer.

"Non-commercial" activities create synergy to "commercial" activities
The launch objectives included the positioning a new product category and the revitaliza-
tion of the LEGO brand; strengthening relevance and getting LEGO back on the "talking
list", selling MINDSTORMS boxes and using MINDSTORMS to sell the traditional product
range. How was this done? 

Global introduction 
of LEGO MINDSTORMS



First, leading – and non-commercial - opinion leaders outside the toy industry, i.e. IT/ learning experts, were sought to rubber
stamp the principles behind the Mindstorms learning concept and the technology developed at MIT – without actually mentioning
the products. During November 1997, almost one year before the products would be available in-store, print & web media kits and
a video news release (VNR)  were distributed to the global press creating high expectations for a new and interactive product
technology enabling kids to become better at learning to learn. In this way SIGMA created a solid foundation for the commercial
launch: Trade, media and consumers knew that something revolutionary was about to be introduced by the LEGO Company.

Then, in January 1998 – 9 months prior to the actual product launch and two weeks before the
annual toy fairs – MINDSTORMS was presented to more than 200 journalists from all over the
world at events hosted from London and New York. Presenters included LEGO Company 
spokespersons, IT & learning experts and children. Print and web media kits were distributed
along with a wire press release and a second VNR. Combined, these actions generated massive
media interest for the products reaching more than one billion people.

Launching MINDSTORMS to the media two weeks before the toy fairs in Nürnberg, London, New York, Paris and Milano was no
coincidence. The message of "the intelligent brick" reached trade representatives who demanded the product no questions asked
and offered attractive store placement in return – even though MINDSTORMS was not commercially available yet. 

To top everything off and to keep enthusiasm high Reviewers Guides in 8 languages were pitched to entice key media to review
and cover the MINDSTORMS story. Also, the MINDSTORMS RoboTour traveled the United States and Europe hosting more than
25 events. The promotional tour was designed to make consumer robotics more relevant and provide alternative media hooks to
the MINDSTORMS story: In Hamburg a MINDSTORMS bungy jumper plunged a hair-raising 30 meters from a platform exciting
both children and media. And the Wienna RoboTour featured seven robots, which created and played music for an audience of
kids and journalists.  

Finally, to secure even more attention nationally, to reach the 9-16 year-old consumers and to create
impact for the message in more "commercial" media - the September 1998 product launch was supported
by product demonstrations in-store, a television advertising campaign and a web community 
(www.legomindstorms.com). Yet another press event hosted for international journalists from London
showed how kids were now able to play with and program Singapore kids’ MINDSTORMS robots over the
Internet. 



Global brand revitalization
The campaign generated massive and positive media coverage the world over via more than 6.000 print articles and 1.500 
broadcast stories e.g. BBC, CNN, ABC, NBC, ARD, The Face, Wired, Spiegel, Wall Street Journal, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
and the Financial Times - reaching a total of more than one billion people.

Using MINDSTORMS as a brand ambassador also had a positive effect on total LEGO assortment sales. With the MINDSTORMS
launch as the only "out of the ordinary" campaign, UK sales increased by 15%. 

More than 1000 Toys "R" Us managers in Europe and the United States demanded the product with no selling in required, and
early sales results pushed retailers to increase budgets by several hundred percent - in some cases. In fact, demand was so high
that sales exceeded supply by a factor 3. Also, the LEGO Company gained new distribution and new customers (Playstation target
group) when computer and learning outlets such as CompUSA, Learning Smith, Tiger Direct and Discovery Channel decided to
carry MINDSTORMS. An important battle in the digital world was won: The LEGO Company took ownership of a new interactive
product category and gained a digital and more cutting edge image adding digital giants such as Microsoft and Sony to the list of
competitors.

For a more in-depth presentation of the LEGO MINDSTORMS campaign please contact 
SIGMA at +45 32 54 76 76 or e-mail: sigma@sigma.dk
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